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Let (x, X/?, V) be a linear model and let A’= (A;, A;) be a p xp nonsingular 
matrix such that A,X= 0, Rank A, = p - Rank X. We represent the BLUE and its 
covariance matrix in alternative forms under the conditions that the number of unit 
canonical correlations between y, (= Al x) and yz (= A,x) is zero. For the second 
problem, let x’ = (xi, xi) and let a g-inverse V- of V be written as 
( V- )’ = (A;, A;). We investigate the reations (if any) between the nonzero canoni- 
ca1corre1ations{1~p,~...~:p,>0}duetoy,(=A,x)andy,(=A2~),andthe 
nonzero canonical correlations { 1 L 1, L . . > 1, +, > 0) due to xi and x2. We 
answer some of the questions raised by Latour et al. (1987, in Proceedings, 2nd Int. 
Tampere Co@ Statist. (T. Pukkila and S. Puntanen, Eds.), Univ. of Tampere, 
Finland) in the case of the Moore-Penrose inverse V+ = (A;, A;) of V. 0 1990 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let x be a random p-vector and let its covariance matrix be V which 
may be singular. Let Ai be a pi x p matrix (i = 1,2) such that Rank A2 V> 
Rank A, V. Further, the covariance matrix between yI = A,x and y2 = A,x 
is 
with Z;, = Ai VA;. (1.1) 
Then, Khatri [3], Rao [12], Styan [16], and Puntanen [8] determined 
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nonzero squared canonical correlations between y, and yZ as the nonzero 
eigenvalues of Z,; Z,,Z;Zz,, where P- is a g-inverse of P in the sense 
PP- P = P. We observe that the canonical correlations are invariant under 
the choice of g-inverses of C,, and X2*. Let u be the number of unit 
canonical correlations between yi and y2. Then, Khatri [3], Rao [12], 
and Styan [16] established 
u=RankZ,,-RankC,,.,=RankC,,-RankC,,., 
= Rank C, , + Rank ZZ2 - Rank Z’, (1.2) 
where C,,.,=C,,-Z,2X;C21 and C22.1=C22-CZ1C;Z12. 
Let x have a linear model 
x=x/3+&, EE=O, Var E = V, (1.3) 
where X and V are known p x q and p x p matrices. Then, Puntanen and 
Styan [9] took 
A,= P,=X(x’X)-x and A2=I-Px=M (say) 
and presented the covariance matrix of the BLUE for Xfl in different forms 
when u = 0 (or there are no unit canonical correlations between P,x = y1 
and yZ = Mx). We consider the similar problem when A, and A, are any 
p1 x p and p2 x p matrices such that (A;, A;) is nonsingular. Section 2 
gives the equivalent conditions for u = 0 in terms of A,, AZ, and V, and 
gives alternative presentations of the BLUE and its covariance matrix. 
If V is positive definite and V-l = (ii), then Jewel1 and Bloomfield [ 1 ] 
showed that the canonical correlations between xi and x2 are the same as 
the canonical correlations between yi and y2, where yi= Aix (i= 1,2), 
x’ = (xi, xi), and xi is a pi x 1 random vector for i = 1, 2. For the singular 
V, define 
v= (L:: L::)7 
v-= Al = 
( > ( 
VA.2 -v,.,v,,v- 
A2 - v, v,, v- 11.2 v,+ GVZl VLL- 22 > 
(1.4) 
and V,, .2 = V,, - Vi, V; V,, . In Section 3, it is shown that u = 0 (or the 
number of unit canonical correlations between yi = A,x and y2x) and 
o-c/l .+h<ph< 1 for all h= 1,2, . . . . r ( <t), where u = the number of unit 
canonical correlations between x1 and x2, 1 = I, = . . . = 13” > A,+ i 2 . . . 2 
A “+, > 0 are the nonzero canonical correlations between x1 and x2 and 
l>p,>, ... 2 p, > 0 are the nonzero canonical correlations between yi 
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( = A, x) and y2 ( = A,x). Further, t = r if v = 0. Latour, Puntanen, and 
Styan [6] considered the above result when 
Vi 2 and V; are reflexive g-inverses of VI r Z and VZ2, respectively. 
They further considered the special case when v =0= Rank VI1 + 
Rank V,, - Rank V, Rank V,, = Rank V,, 2r and 
v+ = I/+ 11.2 -G.zV12G 
- VA v21 G .2 VA+ v2t,v21v:l.*v12G 
(1.5) 
denotes the unique Moore-Penrose inverse of V; then the nonzero canoni- 
cal correlations between x1 and x2 are equal to those between y, (= A,x) 
and y2 (= A,x) (see also Marsaglia and Styan [7] and Styan [ 161). They 
raised the question: Does there exist any relation between 1,‘s and p;s 
when v > 0 and V+ = (AA:)? With some. numerical examples, we establish 
that there cannot be inequality relations between 1;s and p;s in general, 
but we establish in general that u = v. Further, it is shown that among the 
class of all symmetric reflexive g-inverse of V, there exists one reflexive g- 
inverse (need not be the Moore-Penrose inverse) such that the canonical 
correlations between y, and yZ are equal to those of x1 and x2. 
2. LINEAR MODEL AND CANONICAL CORRELATIONS 
We shall consider the linear model (1.2), namely, 
x=x/?+&, E&=0, Var E = V. 
Let A4 = I- P,, P, = X(X’X)-xl and L be the matrix such that LVM= 0 
and LX = X. Then, the BLUE is Ly or it is 
z=X(xlV-x)-x’v;x and Varz=X{(X’V;X)--U)X’ (2.1) 
(see, for example, Rao [ll, 13, lo] and Srivastava and Khatri [lS]), 
where V, = V+ XUX’, U is positive definite, and Rank V,, = Rank( V, X). 
Under certain conditions, we shall represent (2.1) in some alternative 
forms. For this purpose, we shall establish some results on matrices in the 
form of theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let L, and L2 be p xpI and p xp2 matrices such that 
L;L, = 0 and Rank L, + Rank L, = p. Let T be a p x p matrix such that 
Q?(L,)G%?(T), V(L,)z%?(T’) and Rank L,=Rank(L;T-L,). Then, 
L; T-L, = L; T+L, and T= TL,(L;TL,)-L;T+ L,(L;T-L,)-L;, 
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where T- and T+ denote respectively a g-inverse and the Moore-Penrose 
inverses of T. 
Proof. Since V(L,) E%‘(T) and %(L,) C_ U( T’), there exist matrices R, 
and R, such that L, = TR, = T’R,. Then 
L;T-L,=(T’R,)‘T-(TR,)=R;TT-TR,=R;TTfTR,=L;T+L,, (2.2) 
Let L=(L,,L*), Ql=(T-L,,L,), and Q;=((T-)‘L,,L,). Further, 
L; = L; T-T and TT-L, = L,. Hence, 
QzTQI=(LE-) T(T-L,,L,)=(L’;-L1 L,;L ). (2.3) 
2 2 
Notice that Rank L = Rank L’L = Rank L, + Rank L, = p. Then, using 
Corollary (1.5.4) of Srivastava and Khatri [ 15, p. lo] and L, = 
L,(GL,)- GLZ, 
Rank Q2 = Rank(Q, L) = Rank 
L; T-L, L; T-L, 
o 
GL2 
=Rank(L;T-L,)+RankL;L,=RankL,+RankL,=p. 
Similarly, one can show that Rank Q 1 = p. Hence, 
(Q2TQl)(Q2TQl)-(Q2TQl)=Q*TQ,~T=TQ,(Q,TQl)-Q,T 
and taking (Q, TQt)- = diag((L; T-L,)), (L; TL,))), we establish 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let A, and A2 be p1 x p and p2 x p matrices such that 
Rank(A’,, A;) = p (or C= A;A1 + A;A,‘is nonsingular). Let the number of 
unit canonical correlations between y1 (= A,x) and yz (= A,x) be u. 
Further, let Bi = C-‘A!A, for i = 1,2. Then, B, + B, = I and 
(a) the nonzero canonical correlations betwen y1 and yZ are the same 
as those between z, (= B,x) and zz (= B,x). 
(b) The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) u = 0, 
(ii) B, V= Bf V= VV-B, V. 
(iii) (I- VV) B, V= B,B, V=O, 
(iv) B,V=B~V~~~%‘(B,V)E+?(V), 
(v) Rank B1 V+ Rank BZ V= Rank V, 
(vi) B,V= BiVV-BiVfor i= 1,2, 
(vii) BiVVBiV=Ofor all i=#j, i, j= 1, 2, 
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where ST?(P) denotes the linear vector space spanned by the column vectors 
of P. 
Proof. The nonzero squared canonical correlations between z1 and z2 
are the nonzero eigenvalues of ((B, VB;)-B, VB;(B, VB;)-B, VB;}. Note 
that 
B;(B,VB;)-Bi=A;(AiVA;)-Ai for i=l,2 
and hence the nonzero eigenvalues of { (B, VB;) - B2 VB; (B, VB; ) -B, VB; > 
are the same as the nonzero eigenvalues of {(A, VA;)-A, VA;(A, VA;)- 
A, VA;). Here, we have used the result, “the nonzero eigenvalues of PQ are 
equal to those of QP.” This proves part (a) of Theorem 2. For part (b), the 
covariance matrix of z1 and z2 is 
C= V( B; , B2) with Rank C = Rank V and Rank B, V 
=RankAiV(i=1,2). 
Hence, by (1.2) 
u = Rank( B, V) + Rank B, V - Rank V. 
Notice that VV- = B, VV- + B, VV- is an idempotent matrix and 
u = 0 o Rank VV- = Rank(B, VT) + Rank(B, VV- ). (2.4) 
Now, using Lemma 3 of Khatri [2] (or see Rao [lo] and Srivastava and 
Khatri [15, p. 14]), we see that 
(i) 0 (v) 0 (vi) 0 (vii). (2.5) 
Observe that (ii) e> (iii) o (iv), while 
(vi) and (vii)*B,B,V=(Z-Bj) VV-BiV= VV-B,V 
and 
BiV= B;V for i#j, i,j= 1,2 
or 
(vi) and (vii) => (ii) =z. (vi) and (vii) obviously. 
Thus, part (b) of Theorem 2 is established. 
Note 1. The conditions (i) to (vii) in terms of B:s can be rewritten in 
terms of Ais as under: 
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(i) u=O, 
(ii) A, V=AIC--‘A’rA, V and A;A, V=CVVC-‘A;A, V, 
(iii) A,CPIA;AI V=O and (I- CVV-C-l) A;A, V=O, 
(iv) A, V=A,C-‘A’,A, Vand %‘(C-‘A;A, V)r%(V), 
(v) RankA,V+RankA,V=Rank V, 
(vi) AiV=AiVV-C’A:AiVfor i= 1,2, and 
(vii) Ail/V-C-‘AJA,V=O for i#j, i,j= 1,2. 
Further, observe that if L, = V; V C ‘A; A I V and L, = V;A; with 
V= V, V; and Vi V, being nonsingular, then 
L;L, =o, Rank L, + Rank L, = s = Rank Vo u = 0. 
Now, we can use Theorem 1 with T= Z, and establish 
V= VA;(A,VA;)-A,V+ V,L,(L;L,)-L;V;ou=O. (2.6) 
By (ii), VIL, = VV-C-‘A’,A, V= C-‘A; A, V and L; L, = VA; A, C-’ 
(V-)’ VI/-C-‘A; A, V= VA; A, C-‘V-C-IA’, AV= VII; V-B, V. Hence 
(2.6) can be rewritten as 
V=V;(A,VA;)-A,V+B,V(VB;V-B,V)-VB’,ou=O, (2.7) 
with B, = C-‘A;AI and C= A;A, + A;A,. 
Note 2. When Rank(A;, A;) = Rank A, + Rank A, = p, then 
A,C-‘A;=0 or A C-‘A’=0 2 1 . 
This can be proved by using C = TT’ and A’, A, = TD, T’ or 
A;A1 = TD, _ i. T’, where T is a nonsingular matrix and D, is a diagonal 
matrix. Then, the second rank condition is 
Rank Di+Rank D,-,=p 
which is possible if and only if li = 1 or 0. Hence, D1 D, _ I = 0 o 
A~AIC-‘A~A,=O~AIC-lA~=O~Ai=AiC~lA~Ai for i= 1,2. 
Now, the conditions in Note 1 can be modified as 
(i) u=O, 
(ii) A,V= AiVV-C-‘AiA,V (i= 1,2), 
(iii) (I- VV-) C-‘AIA,V=O for i= 1,2, 
(iv) %‘(CPIA;A, V)sV(V), 
(v) RankA,V+RankA,V=Rank V, 
(vi) AiVV/-C-‘AjAjV=O for j#i, i,j= 1,2. 
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Note 3. When Rank(A;, A;) = Rank A, + Rank A2 = p and C = Z, then 
we get the results given by Puntanen and Styan [9]. 
Using (2.7), we get an alternative presentation of the BLUE and its 
covariance matrix. This is given by 
THEOREM 3. Let A, and A2 be p, x p and p2 x p matrices such that 
Rank(A;,A;)=p, A,X=O and RankA,=p-RankX. The number (=u) 
of unit canonical correlations between y, ( = A, x) and y2 ( = A, x) be zero if 
an4 on/y if Rank A, V= Rank V+ Rank X- Rank( V, X) = f (say). The 
BLUE for Xfi can be rewritten as 
z = (I- VM(ltmlcf)-M)x 
and its covariance matrix is 
Q = V- VM(MVM) -MV= B, V( VB; V-B, V) - VB; 
if and only if Rank B, V = f, 
where B, = (A;A, +A;A,)-‘A;A, and M=Z-P,=Z-X(X’X)-X’. 
ProoJ: In Theorem 1, let 
T= V+XUX’, L,=X, LZ=M=Z-Px, 
where U is positive definite. Then, Rank T= Rank( V, X), X = TT-X, and 
Rank X= Rank(X’T-X). Thus, the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, 
and we get T= TM(MTM)-MT+ X(X’T-X)-X’ and hence, 
Q=X(X’T-X)-X’-XUX’. (2.8a) 
Equation (2.8a) was established by Khatri [4, 51. Using (2.8), the BLUE 
of (2.1) is 
z= (T- VM(MVM)-MV) T-x = (I- VM(MVM)-M) TT-x 
= (I- VM(MVM)-M)x (2.8) 
because (I- TT-)x = 0, a.e. The result (2.8) follows from Theorem 8 of 
Rao and Yanoi 1141. Since A,X= 0 and Rank A, = p - Rank X, we can 
find a matrix R such that A, = RM and Rank A, = Rank M. Then, it is 
easy to verify that 
and so 
R’(RMVMR’)-R is a g-inverse of (MVM) 
VA;(A2 VA;)-A, V= VM(MVM)-MV, (2.9a) 
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which gives Rank A 2 V = Rank A4 = Rank( V, X) - Rank X. Using this in 
(v ) of Theorem 2, we get 
u=OoRankA,V=Rank V+RankX-Rank(V,X). 
Now, using (2.9a) in (2.7), we get 
v-VM(MVM)-MV=B,V(vB;V-B,v)-vB; (2.9) 
if and only if Rank B, I/ = Rank I/ + Rank X- Rank( V, X). Using (2.9) 
and (2.8), we get the alternative representation of the BLUE and its 
covariance matrix. This proves Theorem 3. 
Note 4. The results of Puntanen and Styan [9] will be obtained as 
particular cases by taking A, = M and A I = P,. 
Note 5. Note that 
Q=B,V(l’B;V-B,V)-VB; = B, w+ ( v+ VB; V-B, vv+ ) - v+ VB; 
=B,(v+ VBiB, vv+)+B;. 
If B, is symmetric, then 
Further, if B, is symmetric and idempotent, 
Q=(B,V+B,)+=B,(B:,V+B,)+B’,=VV+B,(B:,V+B,)-B:,VV+, 
where 
B, = B,B:, and B:,B,=Z. 
3. TRANSFORMATIONS BASED ON g-INvERsE 0~ V 
Let us write 
Our problem is to consider the relationships between the canonical correla- 
tions of x1 and x2 and those of yi (=A,x) and y2 (=A2x). Let 
u = Rank Vi, + Rank V,, - Rank V (3.2) 
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and let l=I,=A,= ... =&>I,+,> ... >A,+,>0 be the nonzero 
canonical correlations between x, and x2. Then, one can write 
VI, =A, 4, V,,=A,A;, V,,=A, (3.3) 
where A, and A, are p, x r1 and p2 x r2 matrices such that A; A, and A; A, 
are nonsingular and D is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements 
I v+l, &+2, .‘., Lr. 
Let us consider a special type of g-inverse with 
v-z “AI = 
( ) ( 
vii., - v, .2 v12 v- 
2 -GV*K.2 vii + G v*, v, ::2 VG ’ ) (3.4) 
where VI, 2 = V,, - V,, V,; V,, . Then, the covariance matrix of y, ( = A I x) 
and y2 (=A,x) is 
v- V( VP)‘= Tl1 
- v22 v2, T,, (3.5) 
where T22 = Vii VII(G)’ + V; v21 T,, V,,(V;)’ and T,, = 
J%.2V11-z(V1;.2Y. Hence, 
Rank T,, = Rank V,, .2 and Rank Tz2 = Rank V,,. (3.6) 
Then, the number of unit canonical correlations between y1 and y2 is 
u=Rank VZ2+Rank V,,.,-Rank V=O (3.7) 
and the number of nonzero canonical correlations between y1 and y2 is 
t = Rank[T,, V12(V,;)‘l = Rank(V,, .2 VG .2 V,,) 
= Rank A;2 
i( 1 43 
V,.,(A,,, AdA (3.8) 
where A, = (A,,, A,,, A,,), AlI, A,,, and A,, are matrices of respective 
orders p1 x rl, p1 x u, p1 x r, and p1 x (rI -r-u). Notice that 
V,.,(A,,, A,,)= z1 
2 
(I-i2)-* 
and hence 
(3.9) 
t=RankC2+r=r+Rank(A;,V,;.,A,,). (3.10) 
t&3/34/2-5 
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This shows that t = Y if and only if A i3 V; 2 A II = 0. Note that if u = 0, then 
obviously t = r. 
Let us denote 1 > p1 > p2 B ... > pt > 0 as the nonzero canonical 
correlations between y, and y2. Then, p7.s are the nonzero eigenvalues of 
[T; V; VZ, T,, V,,( V;)‘]. Notice that they are the nonzero eigenvalues of 
CT,,V,2(V,)‘{V,V22(V,)‘+ V,V,,T,,V,,(V,)‘}-V,1/2,1.Using(3.3), 
it can be shown that 8,‘s (=pf/(l - ~2)) are the nonzero eigenvalues of 
X 
C;CZ+C;(Zr-D2)C1 C;D = 
DC, (say 1, 
where C, and C2 are defined in (3.9). Thus, if Chi(R) denotes the ith 
largest eigenvalue of R, then noting R as the sume of two nonnegative 
definite matrices R, and R2, we see that 
ei B Chi(R,) for i= 1, 2, . . . . t (3.11) 
where 
R = C;D-'(I-D2) 
1 
1, 
D(Z-D2)-1D((Z-D2)D-1C,,Z,) 
and 
The equality in (3.11) holds if and only if C2 = 0. Further, for i = 1,2, . . . . r, 
Oi~Ch,{D2(Z-D2)-1[Zr+(Z-D2)D-1C,C;D-1(Z-D2)J}>~. 
This proves that 
pi>ii for i= 1, 2, . . . . r, 
and the equality holds if and only if C, = 0 and CZ = 0. If u =O, then C, 
and C2 do not exist and pi= Ai for all i. If o>O, then, we have to find a 
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g-inverse VG .2 of V,, Z for which C, = 0 and C2 = 0. 
possible. Notice that 
221 
This is always 
and if we choose VI< .* as 
V,.2,o=kW- (; V-;*I-’ ;)A;, 
then 
and 
VG .2,&fm A,,) = ; (‘- ;*)-I . 
Notice that V; .*, ,, is a particular type of a reflexive g-inverse and not a 
general reflexive g-inverse, because 
vii.*,, = (I,- D*)-’ 0 0 z ) (AI,, Au- 
is a reflexive g-inverse, but (Al*, A,,)- A,, may not be zero. Thus, the 
equality between pi and Ai for u > 0 will hold only for a particular type of 
reflexive g-inverse of V 11 ,* and not for all reflexive g-inverses of VI, .*. 
Thus, we have established 
THEOREM 4. In the above notations, u = 0, t 3 r, and pi > A,+ i for 
i = 1, 2, . . . . r. If v = 0, then pi = li for all i = 1, 2, . . . . r. For v > 0, there exists 
a particular type of reflexive g-inverse VE .+, of V,, 2 for which pi = ,$+ v 
holds for all i. This V; ,2,0 may not be the Moore-Penrose inverse of V,, *. 
Further, if Rank V,, =Rank VII.*, then v=O andp,=&for all i. 
Note 5. Using (3.3), one can write 
v= 
222 
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B= (3.12) 
Let us write a reflexive g-inverse of V as 
d”,)=(i:) 
and 
Then, it is easy to verify that I/- is a particular reflexive g-inverse of V but 
it is not a general reflexive g-inverse of V nor is it the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of I/. Further, the canonical correlations between y1 ( =A, x) and 
y2 (=A,x) are the same as those between x1 and x2. 
Note 6. Replacing g-inverses in (3.4) by the corresponding 
Moore-Penrose inverses and using Rank VII, z = Rank VII, we get from 
Theorem 4 the result of Latour, Puntanen, and Styan [6]. They raised the 
question for investigation when u > 1. For this, we establish 
THEOREM 5. Let V+ = (;;) be the Moore-Penrose inverse of V. Then, 
u = v and for II 2 1, there may not be any inequality and/or equality relations 
amongst A;s and p’s lying in the open interval (0, 1). 
Proof: Let V= ZZ’, where 2 is a p x s matrix of rank s (= Rank V) 
and let 2’ = (Z;, Z;) with Zi being pi x s matrix. Then, 
v+ = z'+z+ =z(zz)~zz~ = yy' with Y= (L:> = (f~[~~~~~:). 
Then 
u=Rank Y, Y,+Rank Y,Y;--Rank V+ =Rank Y,+Rank Yz-s 
=RankZ,+RankZ,-s=v, 
which proves the first part of Theorem 5. For the second part, we reduce 
the problem to simple functions for illustration. 
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To obtain the Moore-Penrose inverse of V= ZZ’, from (3.12), we get 
where B, is nonsingular and B, Bb = Ir2 _ u - B’B, 
di=(dil di2 )Pi (i= 1,2) 
v ri-v 
(say). 
It is easy to see that 
V= TT’TT’ and V+ = T(T’T)-‘(f’T)-‘(T’T)-‘T’=R(T’T)-’R’, 
where R’ = (T;T, + T;T,)-‘(T;, T;) = (R;, R;), say. Then 
R;T, + R; T2 = I, and the nonzero pf’s are the solutions of 
tr,, [p’R,(f ‘T)-‘R; - R,(T’T)-‘R;(R,(T’T)-‘R;)-R,(T’f)-’R;] = 0, 
(3.13) 
where tr,,( .) denotes the sum of the principal minors of order ri x rl (see 
Khatri [3]). Let R, and R, be matrices of orders (s-r,) xs and 
(s-r2) xs such that RIR; =O, R,R&=O, Rank R1 + Rank R3 =s and 
Rank R2 + Rank R, = s. Let us denote A(,,, as the submatrix obtained by 
taking linearly independent (ri - u) row vectors from A,, and let us denote 
A(,,, as the submatrix obtained by taking linearly independent (r2 - u) 
row vectors from A,,. Then it is easy to verify that R, = 
(0, 0, A&T; T, + T; T2), R4 = (0, Ac12), O)(TiT, + T;T2), and 
(lY-‘)-1R;(R2(I”I’-‘R;)-R,(lY’)-’ = (r’r)-’ - R;(RJ’rR;)-‘R,. 
Using this in (3.13), py’s are the solutions of 
tr,,[(l -p2) R,(T’T)-‘R; - R, R;(R,f’rR;)-‘R,R;] =0 
or (1 - p?)‘s are the nonzero eigenvalues of ((R,T’TRh)-‘R,R; 
(R,(I”I’-‘R;)-R, R;}. Hence, (1 - p?)‘s are the nonzero eigenvalues of 
{I,,-,- (R,T’TR&)-‘R,T’TR;(R,T’TR;)-‘R,r’TR:,) 
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or the nonzero p:‘s (except for the unit canonical correlations) are the 
nonzero eigenvalues of 
Notice that 
and 
Then we can write 
R,r’rR; =A~22,422jK-u +r,r; + Q,Q;) 4~22) 422~ 
R,r’rR&=A(,,, A;,,,U,,-,+rJ; + Q,Q;, A~121 42,, 
and 
with 
A.:,A;,=U 1*-u, r ), A,:, 4;2= (I,,-“, r,) 
and 
A;=(Z~~-“,~2)A’(z~~v)=(~ :)=A0 (say). 
Then, pf’s (except for the unit canonical correlations) are the nonzero eigen- 
values of (Z,,-,+r,r;+QlQ;)-1(Q,Q;+A,)(Z,,-,+r2r;+Q2Q;)-' 
(Qr Q; + A,)‘. Notice that if Qi= 0 and Ti=O for i= 1,2, then pi = Ai for 
all i. When Qr =Q,=O and either (f, #O, f,=O) or (r, =0, f2#O), then 
pi<& for all i. rr=O, I-,=0, and QrQ;=O with Q,#O and Q*#O, we 
find that pi 6 Ai for i = 1, 2, . . . . r. 
For the other situations one cannot say anything. For example, let 
v= 1, Ql=(l, l), Q2=(1,0, -11, rl=o, r,=o, 
and 
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Then, we have to find solutions of p* from 
which gives 
P2=2L;+1,+2+31;k ((31;~(l-/$)*)*+3(+ l)*)l’* 
9 
Now, ifA1=A2=0, thenp,=+andp,=O. 
If I, = 0.95 and 1, = 0.1, then p1 = 0.975 and p2 = 0.335. 
If A., = 0.1 and A2 = 0.95, then p, = 0.888 and p2 = 0.532. 
This proves that one can get the relations: 
(1) pmax 3 Lx s Pmin 2 Anin and 
t2) Pmax G Lax7 Pmin 2 Amin. 
This proves Theorem 5. 
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